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Cornell Campus to our Community 
Cornell Cooperative Extension of Lewis County serves as a 

dynamic educational organization that uses Cornell 

University’s world-class research and Cooperative 

Extension network to enhance the lives and well-being of 

all Lewis County residents.  

Cornell Cooperative Extension’s dedicated team works with 

Cornell faculty, agriculture, nutrition and 4-H youth 

development teams to put research to work to grow, 

strengthen and sustain a healthy, vibrant and economically 

strong Lewis County.  

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Lewis County 
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A spotlight on 2017 Accomplishments 

 
 

Friends of Cornell Cooperative Extension of Lewis County: 

We are pleased to bring you our 2017 Annual Report.  Lewis County’s Cooperative Extension 

continues to have a dedicated staff committed to delivering high impact, results-oriented 

programs. Our growth means supporting the traditions of Extension, embracing emerging 

issues and fostering new opportunities. This report shows that your Lewis County 

Cooperative Extension is far ranging, provides a wealth of up-to-date, research based 

information for individuals, families, businesses, farmers and professionals. 

While agriculture is the foundation of CCE Lewis, our 4H youth development programs, 

parenting, horticulture, and community development are helping to grow tomorrow’s 

workforce, provide educational opportunities and target real-life issues in the county.  

Cooperative Extension uses its unique partnership with federal, state and local governments 

to leverage additional resources for Lewis County. Cooperative Extension extends its sincere 

appreciation to the agencies and individuals that provide funding and resources throughout 

the year. We gratefully acknowledge the continued annual support provided on behalf of 

Lewis County residents through the Lewis County Board of Legislators. 

We hope you enjoy reading about the work of your Cooperative Extension and perhaps 

discover a new opportunity to grow with us.  As you read through the highlights of our work 

in 2017, please consider joining us at educational programs, workshops and/or events like 

these in the upcoming year.  

In 2018, we look forward to offering relevant, unbiased and helpful information to each of 

you—the residents of Lewis County - as we partner with each of you for Lewis County’s 

continued growth. 

  

Andrew Reid    Michele Ledoux 
President, Board of Directors  Executive Director 
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Cornell Cooperative Extension  

of Lewis County 
Cornell Cooperative Extension believes in shared leadership through locally elected 
Board of Directors and active program development committees. Cornell Cooperative 
Extension applies research from Cornell University to strategically develop and 
implement programs to meet the county’s priorities and critical community issues. 
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 

Andrew Reid 
President 

Judy Colton 
Vice-President 

Aaron Kimmich 
Treasurer 

Deanna Fuller 
Secretary 

Dale Moser 
Director at Large 

Frank Pace 
Director at Large 

Bryan Moser 
Legislative Representative 

Jamie Marolf 
4-H Program Representative 

Debra Hoppel  
4-H Program Representative 

Brendan Jordan  
Ag Program Representative 

Emily Beller 
Ag Program Representative 

 STAFF: 

Michele Ledoux  
Executive Director 

Peggy Murray 
Farm Business Management Educator 

Mellissa Spence  
Agriculture Outreach Educator 

Paulina Renggli  
4-H Animal/Plant Science Educator 

Kathleen Lehman  
4-H Youth Program Educator 

Kelly Kunz 
Parenting & Family Life Educator 

Joanne Salmon 
Office Operations Coordinator 

Amanda Oudia 
Association Bookkeeper/Office Assistant 

Lindsay Ferlito 
NNY Regional Dairy Specialist 

Mike Hunter 
NNY Regional Field Crop Specialist 

Kim Morrill 
NNY Regional Dairy Specialist 

Kitty O’Neil 
NNY Regional Field Crops Specialist 
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Agriculture 

Growing Lewis County 

 Cornell Cooperative Extension of Lewis County 
started out the New Year facilitating a Dairy 
Meeting between Lewis County Dairy Farmers 
and their elected officials.  2017 was the third 
year of low milk prices and low margins, 
farmers wanted to make sure that their 
elected officials were aware of the situation.  
Over eighty people attended this meeting.   
From this meeting smaller meetings were 
facilitated by CCE between producers with 
state and local officials.  While the milk 
situation has not changed neither has our 
commitment to our producers to assist in any 
way we can.    

 The 8th class of Dairy Prospects was held this past year.  Eight 
students from Lewis, Jefferson and Oneida Counties took part in a 
one year program to highlight the opportunities in the dairy 
industry.  In the 16 years the program has taken place over sixty 
students have gone through the program and many have 
continued with careers in the dairy industry. 
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 After a one year hiatus, the Shop Meetings 
were brought back.   These meetings allow 
producers and Agribusiness folks to learn 
from each other on a specific topic in an 
informal setting.   One of the topics was Farm 
Truck Inspections.   A State Police Officer 
from the Commercial Vehicle Unit did a mock 
inspection of a farm silage truck and 
answered any and all questions.  CCE will 
continue to offer these types of informative 
and relevant programs for our producers. 

 After a very dry cropping season in 2016, 
2017 came with its own set of challenges.      
A very wet cold spring and summer had 
producers scrambling to get their corn 
planted and their hay harvested.    Fortunately a warm fall has helped corn mature and also for farmers to 
get in that extra cutting of hay.   CCE again offered corn moisture testing to assist farmers in knowing 
when the best time is to harvest their corn.    

 With collaboration from Lewis County Farm Bureau and Lewis County Soil & Water, and monetary support 
from the Lewis County Dairy Industry Building, CCE sponsored the 5th Annual Lewis County Family Day on 
the Farm.   Over 800 people attended this event at Beller Farm to learn about dairy farming on a modern 
dairy farm.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Our Agricultural Agencies meet four times a year to share information on what is happening in their 
respective agencies.    These meetings help all staff better serve the farmers in the county by giving all 
agencies the information that can be shared with farmers and agribusiness throughout the county.   

 Budgeting, benchmarking and business planning are still a big part of the farm business management 
responsibilities and with tighter margins this will continue to be a high priority.    
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 Container gardening classes are very popular at the local libraries, and Lewis County Head Start. This 
year, the buckets planted contained basil, oregano and sweet bell peppers, over 80 participants were 
reached with this program. 

 Several members attended 
a two day workshop for the 
Produce Safety Training 
and Food Safety Planning 
with Betsy Bihn; 
Department of Food and 
Science at Cornell 
University.  GAP-Good 
Agricultural Practices and 
GHP- Good Handling 
Practices are voluntary 
audits that verify that fruits 
and vegetables are 
produced, packed, handled 
and stored as safely as 
possible to minimize risk of 
microbial food safety 
hazards.  

 The Lewis County 
Beekeepers group are 
meeting monthly and 
doing hands-on 
demonstrations with a bee 
house located behind CCE 
of Lewis County. The bee 
house is on hiatus until the 
early spring at the owner’s 
locations. Emma Mullen-
Honey Bee Extension  
Associate: Department of Entomology of Cornell University 
gave a presentation about the ongoing research program 
that investigates the prevalence of Varroa mites, viruses, 
and pesticides in bee colonies across the state and what 
beekeepers can do to keep their colonies healthy. 
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 A fun night was had by all 
who attended the Charcuterie 
Workshop at BarkEater Craft 
Brewery. Making a 
charcuterie board to 
entertain guests and support 
the local meats and cheese 
businesses in the area. 

 NNY Food Hub is designing an 
interactive map of agricultural 
assets in our four county 
region-Jefferson, Lewis, St. 
Lawrence and Oswego counties. We are gathering information on a tablet from all the producers in Lewis 
County as well as encouraging producers to fill out the survey by email. The surveys include institutional, 
horticulture, maple, eggs, value added dairy, honey, goat, lamb, pork, beef and exotic products. With this 
survey, a GIS map will be developed in order to 
have a clear picture of where our assets are in the 
county to facilitate a Food Hub. 

 We organized an Agricultural Tour of Lewis County 
with the new president of Jefferson Community 
College; Dr. Ty Stone and Dean of Continuing 
Education; Dr. Terrance Harris. We visited several 
farms;  Murcrest Farm, Hopenhagen Farm, Denmark 
Apple Orchard, Beekeeping, Colwell’s Farm Market 
& Garden Center, and Autumn Ridge Goat Farm. 
This was to give them an overview of the diversity 
and importance of Agriculture in Lewis County. 

 Each year, CCE Lewis County works 
with the Lewis County Chamber of 
Commerce to do an agriculture tour to 
give participants an overview of 
agriculture in Lewis County.   We 
toured a dairy farm and a retail flower 
and vegetable farm in the morning 
and in the afternoon, the Agriculture 
Agencies gave a presentation on their 
agencies and what their role is for the 
agriculture industry in Lewis County.   
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Maple 

The Sweet Taste of Maple  
Extension efforts have focused this year on the research around 3/16 tubing, marketing and pest related 
issues. January’s Annual Winter Maple School held at the American Maple Museum in Croghan started with 
a Friday night workshop for Beginner’s giving them the basics of maple sugaring and an opportunity to talk 
with more experienced sugar producers. Saturday’s all day program covered a wide variety of educational 
subjects providing Sugarbush Management, Tubing Design, Marketing, Value Added Products to Disease 
Issues to name a few of the workshops.  

Maple Weekend 2017 was a 
joint effort with CCE Lewis, 
Lewis County Maple Producers 
Association and the Lewis 
County Government to 
promote Lewis County Maple 
through publicity with ads, 
news releases, TV appearances, 
and our ongoing maple trail app 
which can be seen at 
www.adirondackstughill.com. 

Coordination with the Lewis 
County Maple Producers and 
CCE Lewis providing the NYS 
Maple Tour in August with 
educational workshops, two 
days of sugarhouse tours 
throughout two counties. It was 
some of the best weather of the 
summer and an outstanding 
showcasing of our maple syrup 
industry in the North Country.  

Ongoing efforts to continue work on marketing of maple and value-

added maple to help producers supply maple products in state and 

with exports.  

Extension is keeping a watchful eye on invasive pests especially the 

tent caterpillars and providing timely information to our maple 

producers. 
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Parenting & Family Life 

As I look over the past year and reflect on the families that have 
participated in the parenting program I am encouraged by the 
outcomes. In the last year we have had 58 families enroll in the 
program, 46 are referrals from the Department of Social 
Services and the other 12 families are self-referrals from the 
community.  I have completed 468 home visits in Lewis County 
driving over 11,500 miles. 

The greatest change in the program is the length of time I can 
work with a family. At present I continue to work with 12 
families who have been engaged with CCE parenting for over a 
year. Because of the opportunity to work longer with the 
parents the outcomes are getting better. In the past year, 31 
children have returned to their homes after being placed in 
foster care. Five Parents have had their children returned to 
them. They have worked hard to change their lives so that 
after surrendering older children they were able to parent 
their newborn children. The extra time working with the 

parents allowed the parents to get the treatment they needed for substance abuse/mental health and 
continue to make personal changes to help with their children. This group of parents needed more time 
because of the process of recovery, as they met goals in their personal life I could work with them to help 
transition their children home through the visitation 
programs. 

Two very special families have been engaged with CCE 
parenting for a long time. Melissa worked with me in 
Jefferson County and then moved to Lewis County, she 
has been with Parenting for over three years. Due to 
mental health issues Melissa lost custody of her eldest 
child in Jefferson County. She has fought long and hard 
and lost an appeal in Supreme Court. Melissa did not 
give up. When she became pregnant with her second 
child Melissa reached out to Agencies to help her. She 
and the father of her son worked together to complete 
all required services. She enrolled in Parenting and 
when she moved she continued reaching out for 
resources. Melissa would call to schedule home-visits to 
help with her son. He was making milestones in 
development but she had concerns with behaviors. We 
would go over positive discipline, child development 
and parenting styles to help decrease her stress and 
increase her confidence. Melissa grew stronger as a 
parent and most important as a person. Her self-
confidence grew and she became comfortable with her 
role as a mom. Melissa moved into her own apartment 
with her son. Her son is enrolled in Head Start where she volunteers. Melissa will help other parents in her 
apartment complex. She will call me and ask me to meet with a parent if they are struggling and she wants to 
help them. One family called asking for help.  Sherry was married and has two toddlers. 
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 Her eldest son was placed in her Sisters’ custody at birth. Sherry had been fighting for custody for over 
eight years. She had concerns her son Ashton was being mistreated in the home. Due to Sherry’s’ learning 
disability Sherry did not understand everything that was going on in court. She did not have a support 
system to help her. Sherry was a great mother to her children. She had made many changes in her life 
including getting married. To help Sherry, Family Court asked if I could do supervised visits to help provide 
feedback to the court. Sherry met her son here at CCE for visits for several months. Her attorney 
petitioned court for custody. It took a year to transition her son to her custody. Sherry’s family is 
complete. She has enrolled her son in school and the family has moved into their own home. She 
continues to ask for help with her children. Her eldest son is a special needs child. He is on the Autism 
spectrum and requires different parenting skills. She has developed a support system within Lewis County 
and doing very well. Currently all her children attend school and Sherry is working on setting goals for 
herself. She loves being a mom but would someday like to work. 

I get to see both of these women frequently. It is amazing to watch them with their children and how they 
have become independent and strong. They are making a difference in their children’s lives and the 
community.  As with many of my parents they have different obstacles and barriers. Most of them lack self-
confidence to parent and the knowledge of what 
resources are available. Having the opportunity to work 
with them on a more personal and longer period of time 
has helped develop trust. Trust with families takes time 
when they have been involved with court and DSS. 
Having their trust means we can focus on the things that 
really matter and set goals to move forward, it also 
allows for better communication within the family and 
their support groups. 

Other areas of parenting this year have included six 
programs for the Head Start classes. I have attended and 
received certification as a recovery coach. The RC skills 
help me with my parents that are fighting opioid/heroin 
addictions. The understanding of what they are going 
through and the process to get treatment has helped 
with modifying the parenting information. The focus is 
more on goals set by the parent to understand parent 
responsibility. 

I continue to work with the Resolution Center to provide 
mediation for families in custody/visits disputes. The 
training has helped families to come together and make 
decisions for their children. The Center will assist 
families to mediate and then present their agreement to 
court. The families make their own decisions and keeps 
them out of court and allows the parents to put their 
children first.  

CCE Parenting Program is focused on empowering the 
parents to be the best they can be for their children. I 
attended the Cornell Parenting In-Service for new 
information and continue to work with the Parenting 
In Context program. 
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4-H Youth Development 

4-H Grows Here 
The new 4-H year in October kicked off with the well-attended Veterinary Science Program, led again by 
Dr. Deanna Fuller.  This series of four workshops focused on beef cattle, dairy herd health, teaming with 
the BOCES Veterinary Practices program, and ending with a trip to the Thompson Park Zoo to learn about 
zoo medicine.   
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The annual Horticulture workshop was held in 
combination with the William H. Bush Memorial 
Library in Martinsburg, and had close to 40 in 
attendance.   

A new program, “Wonder Wednesdays” was 
started in January at the Croghan Free Library to 
involve children in the 10-13 age groups towards 
healthy, hands on STEM activities.  Over 30 
children were reached and programming expanded 
over summertime to Harrisville Free Library.   

 

 

Three “TRY IT” workshops were 
held: Acrylic painting, Zentangle 
Christmas Drawing and Art 
Around the World with 36 
participants. Three members 
received prizes for attending all 
three workshops. 

Other continued programs 
included the Incubation and 
Embryology Workshop, Tractor 
Safety, Conservation Field Days 
and a Dog Agility workshop.   
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Teen Winter Weekend was again held at Camp Oswegatchie, with four other counties in attendance.  

February Fun Day was held once again at the South Lewis High School and 
attended by 44 members.  It included nine workshops from arts & crafts to cake 
decorating and building wilderness shelters, pizza lunch and afternoon swim.   

Public Presentations were held at Lewis County CCE.  35 members signed up 
for presentations and interviews, seven volunteer judges and two teen 
leaders serving as room hosts.   

Horse and Dairy programming remained strong thanks in part to volunteers     
on the respective committees.  The Horse Bowl and Judging  
teams remained strong, the junior judging team placed 4th in 
the state, and the horse bowl team placed 1st at the regional 
level.  Other horse events included the Closed Show, Horse 
Camp, and participation from 4-Hers at both the county and 
state fairs.  This upcoming year will include an addition of a 
horse club for younger 4-Hers who do not own a horse.   

Dairy events included Regional Dairy Bowl, held once again at 
South Lewis High School.  Teams placed second at the novice 
and senior levels, and first at the junior level and advanced to 
the state competition held at Cornell University. Three 4-H 
youth were also chosen to receive a Dairy Enhancement Calf 
this year, sponsored by the Dairy Industry Building.   

There was also a much-needed 
addition of a Livestock/Small 
Animal Committee this year, 
which helped organize new 
programming such as a 
Livestock Day Camp with 35 
children from both Jefferson 
and Lewis County 4-H programs 
in attendance.  With the 
departure of Evy Bernat in the 
Small Animal Barn, the 
committee also helped organize 
the events at County Fair.   
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Trips this year included the Capital Days Award Trip, Career Explorations, and Animal Crackers at Cornell, 
Dairy Discovery, Quality Milk Production Services and the Veterinary School Open House.   

Several new clubs were added: Beef Club, Snowflakes, Wild Thorn Berries, Electrical Club and the Welding 
“pilot program” Club for NYS bringing our total for Lewis County Clubs to 17.  Continuing clubs include Bits 
of Fun, Central Wranglers, Dairy Club, Kountry Kids, Lowville Cloverkids, Milk Duds, Shooting Sports, Small 
Animal, Teen Ambassadors, Tough Tamers, Tug Hill Tornados and Turin Tigers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Teen Council had another successful year.  This group of young 
individuals organized into four working committees to 
accomplish their goals in marketing, socializing, educating and 
implementing more opportunities for youth voice in our 
program.  They participated in a PRYDE research study, 
attended program committee meetings, designed their own t-
shirts and screen printed them, sponsored a game night, wrote 
grants and managed funds to purchase our new flag and 
pendant banner, assisted at February Fun Day leading activities 
and workshops, room hosted at Public Presentations, did  

Random Acts of Kindness at our 
new Community Service Day, 
hosted a self-defense workshop, 
attended Career Ex and State Fair 
together, served as Jr. 
Superintendents at the County Fair, 
and obviously an integral part of 
our Achievement Night.  Teen 
Council will continue to meet the 
last Tuesday of the month.  All 
teens in Lewis County are 
encouraged to participate as often 
as they are able.  This upcoming 
year they are tackling a recycling 
project with the Fair Board.    
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Two major fundraisers held again included the Cheese Sale and our Spring and Fall 
Paper Clover Fundraisers at Tractor Supply Company. Several grants and research 
funding were brought in this year to help support programming. 

County Fair included interactive project stations at the Youth Building which were 
all led by the Jr. Superintendents.  New in the Youth Building were five 
competitions: Photography, Poster, STEM, Nutrition and Fashion Revue.  Prizes  
and awards were donated by 
local businesses for 1st, 2nd and 
3rd place in each competition. 
Our Jr. Superintendents did a 

great job interacting with the crowds by demonstrating their 
knowledge on animals within the Small Animal Barn, the 
newly hatched chicks, games and the addition of a Rabbit 
Agility Course. 4-H dairy and horse competitions ran 
smoothly thanks to the help of many volunteers. The horse 
barn had a popular new 
addition of an interactive 
booth for younger children 
to learn ab  out horses.  

The Youth Building at the 
State Fair this year 
included six Lewis County 
teens to serve as leaders in 
the county booth and State 
Level Booths for Poultry 
and Sustainable Energy.  
Lewis County was also 
represented in rabbit, 
horse, dairy and poultry 
competitions. We have 
one 4-H youth advancing 
to the National Poultry & 
Egg Conference in 
Louisville, Kentucky to 
compete in Avian Bowl this 
November from competing at the State Fair level.   
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4-H Achievement Night was held at the Lowville Elks Lodge.  Teen members 
handled registration, door prizes, led the ceremony, handed out awards, served 
pizza and ice cream.  There were 91 people in attendance.  

Overall, the 4-H program in Lewis County remained strong, and it continues to 
evolve to meet the interests and needs of the community.  We look forward to 
continuing existing programming as well as adding new programming in 
gardening, art and outdoor adventures for the 2017-2018 4-H year.   
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North County Regional Ag Team 

Welcome to our 2017 Year in Review Report! 

2017 has been a challenging year for our North Country Regional Ag 
Team and NNY farms and agribusinesses.  We have one simple mission 
- to improve the productivity and viability of agricultural industries, 
people and communities in Jefferson, Lewis, St. Lawrence, Franklin, 
Clinton, and Essex Counties. We operate with funds from our 6 counties, 
New York State and the federal government. We each day to provide 
technical support for productive, safe, economically and environmentally 
sustainable ag management practices, and we also assist industry, 
government, and other agencies to do the same. A difficult business 
climate, together with an extremely wet and problematic growing 
season, provided many more opportunities to offer technical assistance 
and advise on-farm and community decisions this year. Our team of Ag 
Specialists works closely with county-based extension educators and ag 
businesses, with Cornell faculty and with extension educators statewide 

to deliver education, research and consultation on the important issues that impact NNY farms and ag 
businesses.  We focus our efforts on dairy, livestock, field crops and farm business management needs in 
the North Country. This year, we worked to help large and small farms of all types to make good business 
decisions, advised dairy farms on strategies to enhance animal health, monitored field crop pest 
populations and even connected County water treatment planners with campus weather and climate 
experts. Our NNY team also works together with 3 Harvest NY Team specialists with ‘post-harvest’ expertise 
in dairy processing, livestock and meats processing and agricultural marketing and business development to 
more fully support agricultural prosperity across the region. 

In 2017, our North Country Regional Ag Team… 

 … brought 20 research projects to the NNY region with external grant funding. Additional research 
proposals are submitted for 2018. 

 ... reached thousands of program participants through dozens of single- and multi-session educational 
events. A full slate of educational programs is planned beginning in winter 2018 with Crop Congress, 

Quality Milk programs, the Hay School/Pasture Workshop series, Calf Management Workshops and 
many others. 

 … transitioned to electronic distribution of our monthly North Country Ag Advisor newsletter. Some 
constituents choose to subscribe to the paper format of the newsletter. 

It’s important to emphasize that collaborations with County Extension Associations and each of their Ag 
Educators are a huge part of our accomplishments. Local educators help to direct inquiries, deliver 
programs, implement research projects and communicate results locally. We thank them profusely for 
their lynchpin role and for helping us to maximize our impact. 

Please read the rest of this report for additional details about a few of the programs and projects we’ve 
worked on this year. Please contact me or any of the Specialists for more information on our program. 
Thanks! 
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CCE Ag Staff Across the 

North Country Strategize 

to Best Serve the Region 

The North Country Regional Ag Team was 
implemented across Jefferson, Lewis, St. 
Lawrence, Franklin, Clinton, and Essex 
Counties in 2016. Executive Directors of these 
six County Extension Associations and Cornell 
Extension Administration had been working 
toward this transition for several years. 
Simultaneous with implementation of the 
Regional Team, 3 Harvest NY Specialists were 
assigned to post-harvest agricultural roles within the region. Local Ag Educators in each of the 6 counties 
continue to serve as key connections to local ag communities and contribute prominently to the effectiveness 
of our network. With the transition to these 2 new regional teams in NNY, many previously well-established 
communication routes and program delivery traditions within each county were disrupted and significant 
effort was needed to replace them with new models, coordinated across 6 separate offices with separate 
staffs, calendars, and systems. Eight separate workgroups must now function as one integrated unit serving 6 
counties. Programmatic efforts must continue to address specific and sometimes unique needs of each 
county and area, but with a coordinated and efficient effort. 

Only a few months into 2016, Regional and County personnel recognized a need for an occasional large group 
meeting to identify challenges within the region and to formulate solutions. We wanted to improve both our 
internal and external operations and simultaneously expose our many young educators and specialists to 
knowledge accumulated by our more experienced members. Our more veteran teammates recalled the 
‘Cranberry Lake’ meetings of the past, where ag educators from several county offices would meet, usually in 
the summer, for informal meetings to share experiences and to loosely plan out the work ahead. In recent 
years, the summer meeting had been abandoned in favor of a more formal event to provide education and 
training. Our current roster of Regional and County staff found this informal meeting appealing, so it was 
resurrected to again foster collaboration and improvement across our diverse region. 

The group first met in July 2016, and addressed a number of topics but made particular progress addressing 
challenges discovered impeding communication channels. We met again in August of 2017, and worked on an 
agenda with two large items – customer service and collaboration. The workshop-style meeting yielded a 
document outlining a consensus approach to providing our 6-county region with excellent customer service 
and improving our internal collaborations and communications. This document is essentially a ‘how-to’ guide 
that our regional and county staff can return to for guidance and direction over time. We’ve already begun 
implementing some of our ideas. Across the 6 -county group, we share weekly work plans via email each 
Monday using a new group email address. Similarly, we use this same system for requesting help or for 
sourcing needed materials or labor for a regional project. We also meet monthly via conference call to 
provide updates and address needs. Additionally, we discovered a need for a better way to share details 
about everyone’s respective skillsets to help direct inquiries and requests quickly and effectively. Work is 
underway to address each need that was revealed and to capitalize on our strengthened relationships within 
the region. We look forward to being able to better serve farmers and other customers and increase the 
positive impact we have on agriculture in Northern NY. 
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What’s Next for Dairy Farmers? 
Extension takes a role in assisting dairy farmers through 
business transitions. 

With the continued depression of milk prices for the third 
calendar year in a row, dairy farmers feel the pressure to 
perform. Numerous dairy farms in the region are faced 
with tougher decisions each day, with a focal decision 
being: do I continue milking cows? According to the 2012 
Ag Census, the average age of principal operators on farms 
was 58.3 years old. Dairy farmers approaching retirement 
age during this dairy downturn without a strong next 
generation on the farm are really thinking critically about 
their options. With the addition of a Farm Business Management Specialist to the North Country Regional Ag 
Team, a new role has emerged assisting farms in their decision to transition out of dairy farming. 

Kelsey O’Shea, our Regional Farm Business Management Specialist, was approached by multiple dairy 
farmers in the last twelve months requesting assistance in evaluating and facilitating transition options. One 
farm in particular has completed their transition after requesting assistance, and is now six months into their 
new business structure. They were willing to share some of their experiences and insights in the hopes of 
assuring others that there is a positive way to get through it.  When asked when they really decided to sell 
the cows, they indicated that they started looking into it five years ago for health reasons but didn’t 
seriously act on selling until roughly twelve months ago.  They approached Kelsey looking for help creating 
partial budgets comparing selling the cows that month at auction, versus waiting on a private buyer for 6 

months, versus continuing to operate through the low 
milk prices for a year. They felt that this would help 
them decide the best choice for them financially to 
maximize their retirement income. They did not have a 
next generation ready to take on the farm operation. 
They reflected on how they were fortunate that they 
were not financially forced to make this decision, 
frequently saying, “We were lucky!” Because of their 
foresight and good planning, they were able to 
transition out of dairying on their own terms and feel 
good about the prices they received for their cattle. 

It is most likely that requests for this type of assistance 
will continue given that milk price futures remain 
relatively flat and uncooperative weather has left some 

farmers with poorer quality/less crops this year to feed animals.  While it can be sad to see dairies exit the 
industry, the individuals that have worked their lifetimes on the farm to provide a sound living also need to 
secure a good retirement for themselves and their families. They deserve the utmost care and assistance in 
preserving their equity and retirement with financial evaluations, budgeting, planning from numerous 
consultants and organizations. The task of evaluating how and when to transition a business is extremely 
daunting and usually takes a team of consultants and professionals over many months advising the farmer.  
This was the approach that the farm mentioned here took; they utilized Extension’s Regional Business 
Management Specialist along with other consultants and professionals to plan their exit and next business 
venture.  Kelsey continues to focus on finding ways to support farmers looking to transition to retirement, or 
a new business model, through facilitating relationships and preparing financial budgets to evaluate options. 
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The Value of On the Farm Research 
Every day farmers are faced with challenges, it may be a pest problem in the corn 
field, sick calves, milk quality, parasites or the weather. All of the challenges (and 
more) can impact the productivity and profitability of the operation. 

One responsibility of the North Country Regional Ag Team is to conduct on- 
farm research that will impact that agriculture industries across Northern New 
York. The goal of these projects is to help farmers overcome challenges 
presented to them and increase productivity and profitability. 

This year team members are working on over 20 research projects. Topic areas 
include: dairy cattle lameness, calf health, milk quality, development of protocols 

and employee training, western bean cutworm, field comparisons of crop varieties, use of nematodes for 
control of corn rootworm, viability of sheep AI, feed efficiency of beef cattle, and the economic impact of the 
VFD. Team members may be the primary investigator, or a collaborator for a larger project. 

All projects have an outreach component, this may 
include: workshops, farm discussion groups, field days 
and newsletter articles. Project results will be 
presented at local workshops across the region, at 
statewide programs, and some national conferences. 
The results of the projects help drive future programs. 

Funding sources for these projects include the 
Northern New York Ag. Development Program 
(NNYADP), New York Farm Viability Institute (NYFVI) 

and the USDA. Additionally, some of these projects are being done “in-house” with minimal, if any outside 
funding. Many of these projects are done in collaboration with Cornell faculty, Cornell Cooperative Extension 
Educators, Miner Institute, faculty from other universities, industry representatives and most importantly, NY 
State dairy, livestock and crop farmers. 
 

Northern New York Craft Beverage Industry 
Harvest NY continues to work with the craft beverage industry across 
northern NY. Currently there has been an increased interest in starting more 
breweries, wineries, and distilleries. Each of these potential businesses bring 
in a new niche to the craft beverage industry in northern NY which will help 
to strengthen the industry. Harvest NY provides support on development, 
establishment, and expansion for this potential and current industry. This also 
includes helping with licensing (state and federal) and regulations. Over the 
past few months Harvest NY has been working with ten potential and current 
wineries, one potential brewery, and one potential distillery across northern 
New York. 

Harvest NY is wrapping up the Winery Cost Establishment and Expansion 
Project and a New York State Hard Cider Supply Chain Analysis. In addition, 
two short educational videos are currently being create to provide 
educational information regarding the New York State American Viticultura Area’s (AVA) and the Cold Climate 
Grape/Wine Styles. The Winery Cost Establishment and Expansion workshop will be on November 18th from 
10am to 2pm at the CCE St. Lawrence County office. The workshop will also include information regarding 
vineyard establishment and cost. 
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Pro-Dairy Webinar: 2017 Forages  
- Finishing Strong and Managing at Feed-out August 2, 2017  

 

Home-grown forages are the basis of a successful feed ration for dairy cows and each growing season presents 
unique challenges to achieving desired forage quality. For many farms the challenges presented this past 
growing season were greater than any in recent memory, starting early in the spring and continuing throughout 
the season. Understanding the early challenges, recognizing how these would affect the crop for the remainder 
of the season and the feeding of these forages over the coming year PRO-DAIRY Specialist Kathryn Barrett 
organized a Webinar to address this topic. The content for the webinar was developed with input from Joe 
Lawrence (PRO-DAIRY), Ron Kuck (CCE) and Larry Chase (Cornell University) and presented by Lawrence & Kuck. 

Gathering resources to provide a timely response to the challenges being faced was facilitated by the depth of 
information generated through numerous past and on-going forage quality research and extension initiatives 
lead by Cornell University and Cornell Cooperative Extension. In addition to those that participated in the live 
broadcast of the webinar, it was recorded and is available on the PRO-DAIRY website. The topic was also picked 
up by 6 different national and local farm publications. Country Folks East; Hay and Forage Grower; Hoard’s 
Dairyman; Progressive Forage; Dairy Herd Management and AGWeb. Lawrence and Kuck were also interviewed 
for upcoming article in Progressive Forage on a topic covered in the webinar “What makes the ideal temporary 
forage storage site?” 

  

North Country Research Yields Statewide Awareness 
With help from Cornell Cooperative Extension research, North Country farmers 
are adapting to a new and more troublesome pest – the Western Bean 
Cutworm (WBC). This corn pest has steadily increased in population since it 
was first discovered in NYS back in 2009. Since that time, the NYS IPM program 
has implemented a statewide trapping network each season to monitor insect 
numbers. Traps in St. Lawrence, Franklin, Jefferson and Lewis Counties 
consistently catch the most WBC moths in the state, so North Country farmers 
have begun to implement strategies to protect their corn crop. Current 
management strategies available to control WBC in corn include the use of  
foliar insecticides or selecting transgenic corn hybrids with specific Bt traits. Foliar insecticide treatments are 
difficult to apply to tall tasseling corn. Two transgenic Bt traits, Cry1F and Vip3A, are available in various corn 
hybrid seeds and are labeled to protect corn from WBC. 

Because of recent reports of inadequate control of WBC with the Cry1F trait from the Midwest US, the North 
Country Regional Ag Team was awarded funding from the NNY Ag Development Program to conduct a set of 
on-farm trials to examine its effectiveness in NNY.   The team implemented comparisons of these Bt traits on 
4 farms in NNY. The trial was planted on the Murcrest Farm in Jefferson County, on the Conway Farm in Lewis 
County, and on JPL Farms and Logue Farms in Franklin County. For the first time, incomplete control of WBC 
with the Cry1F trait was confirmed in NY corn fields in this trial. Efficacy of the Cry1F trait ranged from no 
control to some suppression of WBC while the Vip3A trait provided full control at the same sites. 

This important finding was communicated widely, via written articles and in-person presentations at 2016-17 
winter meetings. Mike Hunter, lead investigator on this project, gave oral presentations at 9 field crop 
meetings to 896 attendees across the New York State. Written articles were published in the North Country 
Regional Ag Team’s “Ag Advisor” newsletter and our press release was picked up by Country Folks and 
Lancaster Farming newspapers and websites. Dr. Elson Shields, Cornell entomologist and collaborator on the 
project, also gave reports on these findings to various audiences during this past winter. The project will be 
repeated, and expanded, in 2017. The North Country Regional Ag Team will place the trial on 4 more NNY 
farms and Mike Stanyard, NWNY CCE Agronomist, will replicate the study in Western NY with funding from 
NY Corn Growers Association. 
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Regional Specialist Connect North Country Farms with Hemp 
New York became the 19th state to legalize industrial hemp 
research trials back in 2015. This year, Governor Cuomo has kicked 
off a new phase of the initiative - connecting New York farmers to 
that growing market potential, and he’s looking to Cornell 
Cooperative Extension for both research and technical expertise. 

NYS Ag and Market’s initial pilot program enabled Cornell University 
and SUNY Morrisville to obtain research permits in 2016. These 
permits initially restricted hemp cultivation to university research 
farms and a very small handful of partnered New York farms. This 
spring, an Industrial Hemp Summit was held at Cornell’s College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences, where new plans were announced to 
foster growth and propel the hemp industry across the state. Mike 
Hunter, North Country Regional Field Crops Specialist, attended the 
Hemp Summit and heard researchers, farmers, manufacturers, 
government officials, and economic development leaders assess  
and discuss the benefits and address challenges hampering growth of the industry. New programs in 2017 
opened the way a bit further to a few more farms to try a few acres of hemp. 

The state also announced that a Hemp Technical Team would be established to support optimal growing and 
processing of industrial hemp. The technical team will consist of three Cornell Cooperative Extension 
educators and a State Department of Agriculture and Markets liaison. 

Mike Hunter and Kitty O’Neil, both North Country Regional Field Crops Specialists, were named to the 
technical team along with Janice Degni, Field Crops Specialist in Central NY. Christopher Logue is the NYS 
Department of Environmental Conservation officer tasked with managing the permitting process for potential 
growers. Already the three field crops specialists have fielded inquiries from interested farmers in the North 
Country and assembled information to facilitate decision-making and planning for hemp production. 

 
 

International Dairy Foods Association  

Food Safety Leadership Award 
The 1st quarter of 2017 brought recognition to Cornell’s Dairy 
Food Team, as we received the International Dairy Food 
Association (IDFA) Inaugural Food Safety Leadership award. 
IDFA chose our team for this award for our comprehensive 
approach to support and improve food safety across the 
dairy industry, and our ability to extend the research 
conducted directly to the industry. 
A video describing our team and programs was created for 
the award presentation. We were honored to receive 
recognition and will continue to work with educational 
institutions, regulatory agencies and dairy processors to best 
serve the dairy industry. Watch the award video here: 
 https://vimeo.com/201985633. 

http://cce.cornell.edu/
http://cce.cornell.edu/
https://vimeo.com/201985633
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2017 Cow Comfort Conference 
Cow comfort is essential to maximize cow health, 
production, profitability, and ensure positive 
consumer perceptions of the dairy industry. 
Understanding just how big a role facilities play, 
improving existing facilities, and designing new 
facilities for the future were the focus of the 2017 
Cow Comfort Conference in Syracuse, NY, this March. The conference was organized by the North 
Country Regional Ag Team, in partnership with the South Central New York Dairy & Field Crops team, 
PRO-DAIRY, and the Miner Institute. With about 80 people in attendance from across the state, including 
producers, students, extension employees, and industry professionals, the event was a success. The 
conference featured locally and internationally known consultants and specialists in cow comfort, along 
with a producer and industry panel discussion. The 18 sponsors were able to display booths in the exhibit 
hall, providing more information to producers on specific products, and additional opportunity for 
networking and discussion. 

Dr. Albert De Vries, University of Florida, presented producers with the economics behind stocking density 
and the financial benefits of heat abatement throughout the entire lactation and dry period. “It is 
profitable to cool cows everywhere in the country – except maybe the state of Alaska”, De Vries stated. 
He also stressed the importance of knowing all the factors that can influence the optimal stocking density 
on each dairy, including that with low milk prices, overcrowding could actually be hurting a lot of dairies. 
Emily Yeiser Stepp, National Milk Producers Federation, gave an update on Version 3.0 of the National 
FARM Program, and addressed emerging issues that producers and allied industry should be aware of and 
should be discussing. Dan McFarland, Penn State Extension, gave recommendations for barn and stall 
design, and practical on-farm solutions to improve cow comfort in existing facilities. He suggested to 
producers that if the estimated cost of remodeling exceeds 2/3 to 3/4 of the cost of a new facility, they 
should seriously consider building new. 

“We received a few ideas for renovations and simple adjustments that could make a big impact,” one 
producer indicated. Others noted they planned to take the information back to their farms and look at 
everything from increasing ventilation and bedding, to reducing overstocking, looking at stall design 
and new barn plans, and considering calving blinds. About half of the attendees completed conference 
evaluations and they were overwhelmingly positive, and provided good direction for next year. The 
North Country Regional Ag Team plans to make this an annual conference, focusing on different areas 
that affect cow comfort each year. 
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The Next Generation:  Specialists Collaborate and Lend  
Expertise to High School Senior Ag Tech Program  

 

 

 

The North Country Regional Ag Team extended their impact in NNY 
17 school year. This was the inaugural year for the ASA, a pilot 
program launched through the BOCES system for senior high school 
students seeking a broad introduction to ag business management. 
The Academy operates in partnership with Cornell Cooperative 
Extension of St. Lawrence County and uses their Extension Learning 
Farm livestock and facilities outside Canton, NY. The program 
provides students with a daily experience on the Farm exploring 
agricultural careers and completing core educational requirements 
through the lens of agriculture.  Our Regional Specialists shared 
time and expertise with the eight students in the program to 
further develop and expand their knowledge of agriculture. 

Kelsey O’Shea, our Ag Business Management Specialist, worked 
with the ASA students over the course of 2 lectures and 1 workshop 
to guide them through development and evaluation of their own 
agricultural business plan. The first lecture presented business plan 
basics and helped students think critically about what makes a 
successful business. The concept of diversification and the impacts 

of national and global economic trends were emphasized. Kelsey found the entire experience to be very 
rewarding and appreciated engaging with students to expand their perspectives beyond the farms they know 
personally, to include numerous career options in agriculture outside the traditional role of farmer/farm 
owner. The students quickly delved in and explored different business options. Three students even changed 
their primary business choice based on their research after the first lecture. Business plans in hand, the 
students moved on to budgeting monthly cash flow. At this point, students were able to put their ideas and 
dreams to the test. One student volunteered to use her business idea as an example for class discussion. As 
the group evaluated the plan and variable expenses, she realized her business was not profitable.  The group 
also discussed the real cost of living, how to manage economic risk, and doors out strategies. These exercises 
brought the financial realities of running an ag business to the forefront. Finally, students presented their 
plans to a panel of industry professionals for additional input and did very well. Kelsey looks forward to similar 
interactions in the future and says, “I really believe these exercises in financial planning, critical thinking, and 
strategic decision-making are very impactful for high school seniors and I look forward to watching this 
program expand so we can all continue to promote new agriculture endeavors for the next generation in the 
North Country.” 

ASA students also regularly participated in management of livestock and forages on the Farm. The Extension 
Learning Farm has a commercial flock of 75 Dorset ewes, a small flock of layers and a few pigs. Milking goats 
are also on site from time to time. With the occasional tutelage of Betsy Hodge, Regional and County Livestock 
Specialist, students were exposed to daily management of each species. Betsy has taught ASA students about 
forage testing round bales used on the farm, lambing and kidding and even led the group through a necropsy 
on a large lamb. Betsy occasionally presented lectures but also involved the students in ordinary farm 
operations. Lambing season included both lectures and hands-on participation. Students also learned meat 
cutting and sausage-making in the Farm’s large commercial kitchen. Students raised broilers in a few batches, 
learning about feeding, watering, pen cleaning, and the slaughter and processing steps. With instruction from 
Charlie Hitchman, farm manager, and Kitty O’Neil, Regional Field Crops and Soils Specialist, students were 
exposed to grazing management, forage harvesting and operation of tractors and forage harvesting 
equipment on the Farm. 
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Regional Programing provides Dairy Producers  
with Latest Data on Reproduction 
 

 

Dairy farmers produce one of the safest products, unfortunately they 
continue to be the center of activist e, the National Milk Producers 
Federation has developed (and continues to improve) a program that’s 
goal is to increase consumer confidence as it is focused on animal care 
practices. 

Currently, about 98% of nation’s milk supply is coming from dairies that 
are part of the National FARM (Farmers Assuring Responsible Milk) 
Program. The FARM Program is administered by the National Milk 
Producers Federation and Dairy Management Inc., and is one way the 
dairy industry is working to promote and ensure healthy and 
comfortable cows, and safe and wholesome milk. As part of the  

program, dairies are evaluated in several areas of dairy production including record keeping, employee 
training, facilities and space, and animal-based measures from calves to adult cows including handling, 
lameness, and injuries. Although this program has been in place for multiple years, many dairies still aren’t 
sure what the evaluation entails, and are therefore unprepared when an audit takes place. 

Mapleview Dairy in Madrid, NY (2300 milking cows) was proactive and asked us to do an evaluation on their 
dairy. This was beneficial in many 
ways as it showed them what a real 
evaluation will look like and it 
identified areas of improvement 
with their protocol documentation 
and record keeping. Multiple visits 
were made to the farm to conduct 
an interview with the farm 
manager, score the animals, 
facilities, and records, and provide 
feedback and recommendations. 

Jordan Fisher, manager and part-
owner of Mapleview Dairy stated, 
“We asked Kim and Lindsay to work 
with us on an animal welfare audit 
to provide an unbiased evaluation 
of our policies, procedures, and 
animals. They provided us with a 
detailed report which we can use to 
measure progress going forward 
and make improvements towards our goal of becoming Validus certified. Their expertise in the FARM 
program and cow comfort was especially valuable in discussing areas where we are strong, like locomotion, 
as well as areas to improve on, like hock scores and missing protocols.” 

On January 1, 2017, version 3.0 of the FARM Program will be released which contains some important 
changes including no longer allowing tail docking and requiring farms to have a documented VCPR 
(veterinarian client patient relationship). We plan to continue offering and promoting this service to 
producers, and as more farms are exposed to the program, we anticipate fielding more calls for resources 
and assistance in the coming months. 
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Livestock Processing and Marketing 
The first quarter of 2017 has been very progressive and 
informative. In Northern NY, we teamed up with St. Lawrence 
CCE to bring the lamb processing workshop to the North 
Country. Participants first watched half a lamb carcass being 
broke down, and then were able to get hands-on experience 
breaking the carcass down themselves. Lewis CCE was home 
to the Charcuterie board workshop for consumers. 25 
consumers spent the evening at the BarkEater Craft Brewery, 
learning about local charcuterie, and local cheeses. Not only 
were they taste testing local product, consumers learned how 
to create a board that you eat with your eyes first. These 
charcuterie board classes are to raise awareness for local 
meats, cheeses, and craft beverages to the consumer. Right 
after the New Year, a few days were spent in New York City to 
travel to numerous Craft Butcheries. These butcheries are 
buying NY meats to sell downstate. Developing markets is very 
important, and these craft butcheries are a piece of the puzzle 
to help our upstate New York Livestock Farms. The 
collaboration between SUNY Cobleskill and Harvest NY 
brought two new meat processing workshops for the first 
quarter of 2017.  February 3, our Lamb Processing workshop 
concluded with participants learning the art of butchering. This lamb class concluded the first section of 
the Meat 1.0 workshops through the collaboration. March 17, started the second component of the Meat 
Workshops. At the Beef Cutting and Cooking workshop participants were able to have hands- on 
experience cutting a beef carcass. Then they were able to go over to the culinary center and learned to 
cook heart, sweetbread, tongue, and bones. These are all products that are value added, but many 
producers have a hard time selling these products. This workshop helped the producers market and cook 
value added pcts. Harvest NY held their second Meat HACCP course at Cornell University with Penn State 
Extension on March 28 and 29. This collaboration between two land grant universities is an opportunity for 
participants in the meat industry to learn from industry leaders and experts, and the HACCP course and 
instructors are accredited. 

 

 

 

Our Mission 

 

“The North Country Regional Ag Team aims to improve the productivity and viability of agricultural industries, people and 

communities in Jefferson, Lewis, St. Lawrence, Franklin, Clinton and Essex Counties by promoting productive, safe, economically 

and environmentally sustainable management practices and by providing assistance to industry, government, and other agencies. 

 

Building Strong and Vibrant New York Communities 

Cornell Cooperative Extension provides equal program and employment opportunities. NYS College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, NYS College of Human 

Ecology, and NYS College of Veterinary Medicine at Cornell University, Cooperative Extension associates, county governing bodies, and U.S.D.A. cooperating 
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19%

27%

0.06%

45%

9%

Budget for CCE Lewis in 2017: 
Sources of Funds

Grants and Contracts 19%

Cornell University Share of Fringe Benefits 27%

Donations, Fundraising .06%

County Appropriation 45%

Program Revenue 8.94%

Finance Overview 

2017 Financial Support and Funding Sources 

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Lewis County leverages Lewis County 

tax dollars to benefit the county’s economic vitality and residents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Value of employee fringe benefits covered by Cornell University is $175,751 

 Volunteer support – 156 volunteers donated over 4,180 hours valued at $112,274.80 

 

CCE Lewis County is a subordinate governmental agency with an educational mission that operates under a form of organization and administration 
approved by Cornell University as agent for the State of New York.  It is tax-exempt under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

The association is part of the national cooperative extension system, as educational partnership between County, State and Federal Governments.  
As New York’s land grant university.  Cornell administers the system in this state.  Each Cornell Cooperative Extension association is an independent 
employer that is governed by an elected Board of Directs with general oversight from Cornell.  All associations work to meet he needs of the 

counties in which they are located as well as state and national goals. 

Building Strong and Vibrant New York Communities 
Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans,  

and Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities. 
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